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Abstract

We present an approach to the task of locating a group of buildings based solely on their relative

spatial relationships. Of importance to us is the general text-to-sketch problem where a sketch of

building locations must be matched to actual satellite imagery [1]. Information about the nature of

these relative positions is captured by the histograms of forces (HoF) [2]. We consider a modified

genetic algorithm that allows us to search for a specific group of buildings within a large

geospatial database using the histograms of forces in the matching process. A novel mutation

operator is introduced to adapt the standard GA to this environment.
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Method

We initialize our search by creating n random chromosomes, each representing a possible building

set. For each chromosome, we compute a set of force histograms that quantitatively capture the

relative orientations and scales between each of its buildings. The target histogram set generated

from an input sketch is used to evaluate the match quality of each chromosome. Mutation is

performed on a chromosome by replacing a random building with the nearest neighbor that produces

the highest match quality. Each new chromosome replaces it’s parent with a probability proportional

to its fitness. When a chromosome’s match quality exceeds qmin, the top match results are returned.
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Experimental Results
Our tests were conducted on a dataset of 2467 buildings from

Columbia, MO. We created 100 test sets with five buildings each,

with the restriction that each building must be one of the 30

nearest neighbors of each other building in the test set. In the first

experiment, we evaluate the performance of the HoF GA using

direct resubstitution, whereas we apply a random global

transformation to each test set for the second experiment. In both

cases, the average fitness value rapidly increases during the first

50 generations and then levels off. Larger populations have higher

fitness values and tend to take fewer generations to converge.

The global transformations also required more generations to
converge, with several failing to converge at all.

Conclusion & Future Work

The histograms of forces provide a useful framework for matching

building sets by emphasizing orientation and scale rather than

specific shapes. The HoF GA uses a novel mutation operator to

produce a set of matches that reflect the spatial relations of an input

sketch. Although the ideal match is often returned at the top of the

results, other matches may be rotated or have other flaws which we

would like to filter out. Future work will impose additional search

criteria such as road networks and specific object types (parking

lots, restaurants, etc.).
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